“My little piece of the planet”: the multiplicity of well-being benefits from allotment gardening
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Abstract

Purpose – Participation in urban horticulture (UH) is increasing in popularity, and evidence is emerging about the wide range of social and environmental benefits “grow your own” can also provide. UH can increase mental and physical well-being, as well as improve nature connectedness, social capital and community cohesion.

Design/methodology/approach – This study focusses on allotments, which is one of the dominant forms of UH that takes place in the United Kingdom. 163 volunteers in England and Wales participated in keeping a year-long allotment diary as part of a citizen science project investigating activities on allotment gardens. This study examines the unprompted comments that 96 of these gardeners offered as observations when visiting their allotment plots.

Findings – Participants recorded high levels of social and community activities including the sharing of surplus food produce, knowledge exchange, awareness and interaction with wildlife, emotional connection to their allotment, appreciation of time spent outside and aesthetic delight in the natural world around them.

Originality/value – At a time when waiting lists for allotment plots in the United Kingdom are on the rise, and allotment land is subject to multiple pressures from other forms of development, this study demonstrates that these spaces are important sites not only for food production but also health, social capital and environmental engagement.
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1. Introduction

Urban horticulture (UH) is an area of research becoming increasingly relevant to policy; it has been highlighted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change as a potential way to ensure food security in an increasingly globalised world (Mbow et al., 2019). Indeed, recent research has demonstrated that there is a promising level of yields potential from expanding UH land in cities (Edmondson et al., 2020; Mcdougall et al., 2020). However, food provision is not the only benefit of UH. Participation in UH also has the potential to increase well-being in a number of ways.

Two prominent British gardening organisations, Sustain (https://sustainweb.org) and Garden Organic (https://gardenorganic.org.uk) have publicised this with the message that UH can provide multiple benefits for both physical and mental health (e.g. increasing fruit and vegetable consumption, increasing overall activity levels, increasing social interactions and reducing stress levels; Schmutz et al., 2014). A systematic review of occupational health literature (Genter et al., 2015) found that allotment gardening, a key form of UH in the United
Kingdom, provided similar well-being benefits to more formal therapy gardening groups, and a meta-analysis by Soga et al. (2017a) found across-the-board positive benefits of gardening on health. Gardeners’ own opinions support these findings, with recreation and mental health coming top of a list of reasons that 144 gardeners in Philadelphia participated in food growing (Blair et al., 1991). In Tokyo, a survey of 332 people found that those who participated in allotment gardening reported better physical and mental health than those who did not (Soga et al., 2017b). Results from the European Quality of Life Survey also support these findings, where people who grew their own food reported feeling happier than those who did not (Church et al., 2015). These well-being benefits of UH have been found to occur even after a single gardening session (Wood et al., 2016), and for a number of different groups of people, such as refugees (Harris et al., 2014); prisoners (Richards and Kafami, 2008) and school groups (Ohly et al., 2016). However, the review of research specifically on allotment gardening (Genter et al., 2015) found that there was a paucity of studies of individual allotment gardeners in comparison to those participating in group gardening sessions, and recommended that further investigation is needed in the research to explore the impact of everyday allotment gardening for individuals.

More broadly, there is an established evidence base of the benefits of spending time outdoors, and developing nature connectedness, on physical and mental well-being (Martin et al., 2016). Doctors’ surgeries in Scotland have piloted “prescribing” outdoor activities to treat mental and physical health complaints (Fleischer, 2018). The idea of a “nature deficit disorder” (Louv, 2005) has become a popular lens through which to discuss the lack of nature connection amongst children and adults in the 21st century. This is particularly an issue in urban areas, which present an obvious challenge for people to connect with wildlife and greenspace when contrasted to the lives of people living in rural areas; indeed, rural dwellers experience less life stress in childhood as a result of their nearby access to greenspace (Wells and Evans, 2003). The British population is forecast to be 90% urban by 2050 (United Nations, 2019), meaning that barriers to nature connectedness specifically faced by city dwellers are relevant topics for most of the population. It is as important for people to experience wildlife in their “own backyards” as in a holiday or tourism setting (Curtin, 2009), suggesting that spaces within urban areas where people can encounter wild animals and birds are particularly precious. The psychological benefits of spending time in green spaces in urban areas also increases as biodiversity (or perceived biodiversity) increases (Fuller et al., 2007).

The well-being benefits of nature connectedness become even more important when placed in the context of the state of mental health in the UK. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) estimated in 2018 that mental health problems cost the UK over 1bn Euros per year, or 4% of GDP (OECD/European Union, 2018). Against this general background, there can additionally be marked increases in demand on mental health services generated by specific national or global pressures, as demonstrated by the current coronavirus crisis, which is expected to directly cause at least half a million more people in the UK to experience mental ill health (NHS Providers, 2020). Mental health in the UK worsened by an average of 8.1% during the first two months of lockdown and social distancing (Banks and Xu, 2020), and with the impacts of lockdown particularly acute in urban areas, long-term mental health impacts for city dwellers may be severe.

In the above context, and with the additional recognition of its potential role in increasing food security, particularly in urban areas (Edmondson et al., 2020; Mcdougall et al., 2020), it is timely to investigate the potential opportunities to ameliorate poor mental health, and engage in physical activity and connection to nature, that are presented by participation in UH. Allotments are a key form of UH in the UK (Crouch and Ward, 1997; Acton, 2015), with around 330,000 allotment plots nationwide (Campbell and Campbell, 2013). They cover a land area of 135 km² across the country. Plot holders rent their allotment plot for a yearly fee, and most
plots consist of a patch of land (approximately 250 m²) adjacent to other plots, forming allotment sites, which can vary in their size depending on the number of plots. Allotments are predominately owned by local authorities, with, in many cases, individual allotment societies renting the land and letting plots out to tenants, although some privately run sites also exist. Allotments were originally conceived as a means to widen access to food production for urban dwellers (Crouch and Ward, 1997), and plot holders are legally obligated to maintain minimum cultivation levels of fruit and vegetables on their plot. However, many allotment gardeners also grow ornamental plants and have space on their plot for relaxation, such as garden chairs and tea making facilities.

Although widely recognised as an important opportunity for people to benefit from growing their own food, particularly in urban areas, there has been relatively little systemic research into the practices, resource use and personal benefits derived from allotment gardening. Here we report some of the results from a UK-wide citizen science project, which involved gardeners keeping year-long allotment diaries, recording a range of things such as time spent on different activities and water and fertilizer use, but also including an opportunity for recording unprompted notes. These notes are the focus on this analysis, and overall they provide a positive picture of the impact of allotment gardening on mental and physical well-being. Our findings add to the growing evidence base suggesting a strong link between allotment gardening and a spectrum of benefits for the individual, such as community cohesion, mental health and nature connectedness, and specifically address the research gap identified by Genter et al. (2015) concerning a lack of data on individual, as opposed to community group, allotments.

2. Methods

Allotment gardeners across the UK were recruited through online and in-print advertising (primarily Facebook, the MYHarvest website at https://myharvest.org.uk, and the Royal Horticultural Society magazine). In total 437 people, all of whom were individual allotment gardeners, signed up to complete a year-long (2018) allotment diary from all four constituent nations of the United Kingdom. Research was conducted in line with the University of Sheffield ethical standards and guidelines. Ethical approval was given by the University of Sheffield (Application 01284) for the project, and participants consented to the use of their data in this research project, and agreed that they could drop out of the project at any time if they so wished. They were asked to detail the amount of time they spent on their plot, resources used such as water or compost, and planting and harvesting activities. At the end of the year, participants were sent a stamped addressed envelope to return their diary pages, which were then scanned (so that originals could be returned to those who had requested this) and data extracted manually. One hundred and sixty three participants returned their diaries, forming a geographical distribution across England and Wales. Unfortunately, no diaries were returned from Scotland or Northern Ireland.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the allotment gardeners responding to this study were engaged in more formal horticultural therapy, but all practiced allotment gardening for the primary purpose of the production of fruit and vegetables, as is typical (and indeed, legally obligated) in the United Kingdom. Participants were not directly asked about well-being, but on each diary page (corresponding to a visit to the allotment) there was a space specifically for “Notes” which participants could use for any thoughts or observations they wanted to make. Ninety-seven of the 163 participants chose to write spontaneous observations and thoughts in this section for at least some of their allotment visits, giving 342 entries in all. We extracted the text of the Notes section for these entries. Participant start dates spanned late 2017 to early 2018, and as a result the full year was slightly varied in actual dates for each participant. The extracted Notes span a date range of 27 December 2017–25 February 2019. Two entries were undated notes written at the end of the participants’ diaries.
These notes described wildlife encounters, non-plot-related activities such as participating in communal building projects, social interactions on the plot, use of surplus harvests and so on. As it was a free space to write in, the comments we received were very wide ranging. Therefore, we then analysed these notes to extract the different broad themes of the texts, coding comments into 11 dominant thematic strands. These categories were deduced *a posteriori*, after grouping comments together and seeing where dominant themes emerged (a “cutting and sorting” technique, as described in Ryan and Bernard, 2003; Popping, 2015; Vaughn and Turner, 2016). After comments had been assigned a dominant theme, any comment related less strongly to another theme as well as its main one was also given a sub-category so it could be included when analysing the comments theme by theme. Each comment was also coded to be positively, or negatively, related to its dominant theme, where this was applicable (such as negative or positive attitudes towards the weather). For example, “Educating children of visiting family re allotment culture” (09/08; hereon this denotes the date of example comments; see Supplementary Info for full list of comments, dates and anonymised participant ID) was categorised primarily as “Social” and secondarily as “Knowledge”, with no positive/negative coding as there was no obvious emotion communicated by the participant in this comment. However, “So very very dry – no rain still, not a lot of pollinators in sight, no bees probably little nectar in such dry weather” (10/07) was coded primarily as “Weather”, secondarily as “Wildlife”, and with a negative associated emotion. Coding was carried out by hand in Microsoft Excel and statistical analysis to produce figures was undertaken using R 4.0.0 (R Core Team, 2020).

3. Results
3.1 Overall thematic observations
Some participants had included more notes entries over the year than others, which led to a slight bias in the thematic interpretation of the data. However, as shown in Figure 1, which demonstrates the number of comments per participant per emotion, the bias effect was minimal, with the vast majority of participants noting only one, two or three comments of either emotion (positive/negative) over the course of the year (Figure 1).

Overall, comments related to social activities or expressing emotions were the most common across the aggregation of primary and secondary thematic types (Table 1). Comments related to social activities were the most commonly expressed in positive terms,
and comments related to the weather were the most commonly expressed in negative terms (Table 2). On average, there were a median of 6 negative and 13 positive comments made each month. Positive entries started earlier in the year and ended later than negative responses; June and July were the only months with more negative than positive responses, and these months were dominated by the theme of weather in the negative comments (Figure 2). See Supplementary Information for a full list of comments with their associated themes.

3.2 Specific themes and examples
Comments related primarily to the emotional theme comprised 13.1% of responses. They generally captured a spontaneous observation of a participant’s emotional response to their presence on the plot, for example, “A lovely morning: just right to be down on the allotments!” (18/11). Positive comments such as this were 57% of the emotional theme; the other 43% were negative. The negative entries were often related to outside influences, such as “Dictatorial council inspected the allotments!!” (31/03), or “Today was a sad day. I helped [a fellow plot holder] to bury his pet dog at the bottom of his allotment” (16/06).

Primarily health-related responses made up 3% of responses. These were often related to physical health, both pertaining to events occurring in the course of allotment gardening, such as “Hurt my back : (“25/03), or general health consequences of gardening, such as “Who needs the gym!! I’m 70 next year!!” (16/06). Mental health was also discussed, always in positive language, such as “The plot is my safe place. It is my mental health balancer” (31/12).
Figure 2.
Graphs showing the count, and distribution of themes, within negative and positive notes made in allotment diaries for each month of the year.
Negative health-related comments were all to do with accidents while gardening, such as the above participant who hurt their back, and positive comments were more general and related to the overall benefit of having an allotment for physical and mental health.

The theme of knowledge made up 1% of responses, either through advice such as “Hoe when you cannot see a weed and you will never see a weed” (08/05) or uncertainty such as “Still not sure about funny courgettes, if they’re squashes or not. Only time will tell” (11/08). All these comments were neutral emotionally, not positive or negative.

Organisation-related responses were 6% of the total. These were defined as comments primarily relating to the organisation of allotments at a site-wide level, such as participation in community events or the management of a site and involvement in committee activities. Committee activities ranged from annoyance such as “As a member of the committee – covered a vacant plot with tarpaulin to prevent weeds spreading. Also tidied up a bit of rubbish. It’s amazing what some plot holders dump!” (20/05) to positive engagement such as “Allotment Association Working Party with 5 helpers” (14/01) and “Helped sort out seed potatoes in the shop = main reason for visit. Put up notices re volunteers for working party, shop opening & shop rota” (13/03). Of these comments, 81% were negative and related to having to deal with outside influences on the plot, such as the local council or new rules, suggesting that people have a strong sense of plot ownership and personal space that they do not like to be interfered with.

Comments on the theme of pride were another 3% of responses. These were intrinsic observations or external validation from competition results, and all were positive comments. For example, “Autumn show 4 bunches herbs - 3rd, carrot - 2nd, sweetcorn - 1st place, melon - 1st place, sugar snap peas - 3rd. Proud day :)” (08/09) and the more general “Allotment looking good” (02/11).

Another 1% of comments were on the theme of relaxation. For example, visiting just to spend time on the plot – “Just looked around” (30/06) – or satisfaction after hard work – “Pooped now. Time for a beer!” (20/04).

The theme of sharing occurred in 5% of comments. These were always related to having surplus produce, or social connections: “Left all my dahlia tubers in a box near the allotment gates with a note saying ‘For anyone who wants them’” (22/05), “The ‘April’ cabbage seed I planted are ready to move on. I will have far more than I need so will share!” (19/09), and “Brought tray of green brocoli plants from home to plot greenhouse. Gave some away to plot neighbours” (21/04). Along with the social and surplus categories, sharing related comments demonstrate the networks of free exchange and mutual help that exist as part of having an allotment. All sharing comments were positive.

Social observations were the most dominant form of response, with primary-type social comprising 25% of observations. Mostly this was related to chatting and socialising with fellow plot holders, such as “Cut a cucumber for a friend on another plot. Drank a bottle of sparkling apple juice and had a laugh with two fellow allotmenteers!” (08/07) and “Spent too much time talking and not enough gardening! Must try harder tomorrow” (12/11). There were also incidents of bringing non-plot holders onto site such as “ Took a walk around the allotment site to show a friend the place and just to enjoy it in its spring glory!” (05/05) and contributing to the wider community such as “Spent the morning 11 am-1300 at my old allotment site encouraging them to vote” (28/10). Of these comments, 96% were positive.

The theme of surplus related to having surplus produce and made up 2% of responses, such as “Didn’t pick veg because too much waiting in the kitchen to be eaten already!” (28/08). This was also connected to sharing of such produce, including in the wider community, such as “Spinach and loads of courgettes which we put outside the house ‘Help Yourself!’” (06/07). All such comments were positive.

Weather was the second most dominant category for the primary response type, with 24% of entries discussing the weather. The allotment survey was conducted in 2018, where record-
breaking heatwaves and drought hit the United Kingdom during the summer, which may explain a heightened and more emotional focus on the weather than would otherwise be expected. For example, “No-one can remember when it last rained”, “No rain for at least two months” (24/06 and 18/07, from the same participant), and “RAINED AT LAST!!” (30/07). Weather was most often talked about in negative terms due to both the effect of the drought on crop productivity but also structural damage to plot items such as greenhouses in autumn and winter storms. Negative comments about the weather made up 72% of occurrences.

Wildlife was the dominant theme in 16% of responses. These were of varying emotions, such as “B****** squirrel. It had all my cobnuts & 80% of my apples” (14/10). When wildlife was not interfering with the plot holders’ gardening, observations were mostly made of animal behaviour, such as “Two seagulls fighting over scrap of food. A crow joined in like a boxing referee. The gulls fought so much they dropped the food and the crow nipped in and stole it! You had to be there” (04/05) and “Fox sitting at gate – resident on site” (14/01). 70% of comments about wildlife were positive.

4. Discussion
Here, we have uncovered the different ways that allotment gardeners interact with their growing space through unprompted thoughts and observations related to several key themes. These themes demonstrate that whilst the overarching purpose of allotment gardening is one of food production, co-benefits for participants’ nature connectedness, social capital and mental well-being also arise as strong themes. Previous research, demonstrating that participation in UH can improve quality of life, is therefore supported by our findings here; and there is no evidence that the benefits uncovered in this paper do not occur more widely in other UH contexts. Further to this, we have also found that the benefits of allotment gardening have the potential to extend beyond the gardeners themselves, with participants talking about friends and family visiting and helping on their plots, as well as the potential to share surplus produce amongst the wider community. Overall, our results confirm the findings of Genter et al. (2015) that “Allotment gardening provides stress-relieving refuge, contributes to healthier lifestyle, creates social opportunities, provides valued contact with nature, and enables self-development”. This study has demonstrated that these findings of Genter et al. (2015) on allotment gardening groups also apply to individual allotment gardeners.

The observations offered by participants in this project fell broadly into two categories: interactions with other humans and interactions with the natural world.

Interactions with other humans were generally spoken of in positive terms, except for negative interactions with outside authorities such as the council, or when plot holders were dealing with vandalism or break-ins at the plot. Most interactions, however, demonstrate that allotment gardeners have strong social links with other members on their sites, participating in knowledge exchange regarding plot management practices, free sharing of tools, surplus produce and seeds, and participation in activities related to the organisation of the site. Many plot holders spoke of bringing friends, children or grandchildren onto their plot to help them with food growing activities, and a large amount of the time spent on allotments is shown by this study to be involvement in social activities such as chatting and sharing cups of tea.

Participants also demonstrated a high level of engagement with the natural world and wildlife, from comments about the beauty of flowers and being outside, to specific observations about wildlife. When observing wildlife, participants mentioned the same animal (for example, a particular fox or frog) on multiple occasions, which shows that repeated visits to a specific place, such as an allotment, create human–nature bonds that are revisited throughout the year. As may be expected, participants also demonstrated a high level of engagement with the weather and changing seasons. Most comments about the weather were negative, and whilst this may corroborate British stereotypes, it also
demonstrates an awareness and connection to the changing weather systems that show allotment gardeners have a depth of knowledge of the effect of weather patterns on their plot productivity, and ability to successfully cultivate their land.

The overall benefit of a year spent visiting an allotment, which requires an average of 55 visits, and 190 h (Edmondson et al., 2020), was mentioned in positive terms in regard to mental health and time spent outdoors observing and directly participating in activities related to nature and growing. A sense of pride and ownership of successful gardening was a strong theme, showing that food growing can help people feel fulfilled and productive. Overall negative comments about organisation-related activities such as local council involvement with allotments, combined with the positive comments regarding prizewinning at allotment shows, demonstrate that a strong sense of personal ownership is prevalent amongst allotment gardeners.

Allotment gardens clearly provide a multiplicity of benefits for their tenants. However, the number of allotments in the UK has declined by almost two-thirds since the 1950s, with the most deprived urban areas experiencing eight times the level of closures as the least deprived (Dobson et al., 2020). Research has demonstrated that gardening can be an important way for deprived communities to improve mental and physical health as well as create stronger, more resilient community networks (Travaline and Hunnold, 2010; Milbourne, 2012; Poulsen et al., 2014). Our findings add to these by demonstrating that nature connectedness can also be added to the list of benefits for these communities; lower levels of green space access are associated with loneliness (Maas et al., 2009), and more deprived communities in the UK have less access to greenspace (Jones et al., 2009). Improving access to land for UH, not only in the form of allotments but also the broader swathe of soil-based UH such as community gardening projects, could therefore be one avenue to improve the standards of living in deprived urban areas. Further research would be needed to elucidate whether allotment gardening is addressing specific mental or physical health problems, or more generally contributing to overall well-being; this would allow policymakers to target horticultural therapy interventions to deal with specific issues. In general, this study should provide valuable evidence to policymakers of the benefits to be gained for communities from maintaining, preserving and increasing access to allotment gardening; it demonstrates a broad spectrum of issues (such as individual mental health, nature connection and social capital) that are benefitted by allotment gardens. As cities expand their urban horticultural activities, this study demonstrates that focussing on co-benefits beyond food production means that UH can be addressed from a number of policy perspectives, such as physical health, nutrition, mental health and community cohesion.

Our findings also present a number of possible future avenues for research. Firstly, the definition of the term “horticulture”; here, we have focussed on allotments cultivated for fruit and vegetables, but gardeners often also cultivate ornamental flowers. Horticultural therapy literature often covers both the cultivation of fruit and vegetables, and the cultivation of ornamental plants; in future research, investigating whether well-being benefits differ between those who do and do not also cultivate flowers could present some interesting findings. Secondly, this project discussed only allotments cultivated privately by individuals or families; a targeted study comparing the well-being benefits of allotments for gardeners such as our participants, and other allotment-based projects such as allotments for schoolchildren or refugee communities, could elucidate the specific nature of gardens where well-being is maximised, to provide clear evidence to produce policy guidelines to maximise well-being on a plot. Using unprompted comments, such as we have done here, has resulted in a non-standardised data set; this is both a limitation and a unique aspect of this study. Further research mirroring our approach assessing gardeners year-round should involve targeted questions about well-being at different points in the year; but also preserve the space for unprompted comments, as many unique observations from participants arose in this way.
One way to do this would be to conduct longer semi-structured interviews with gardeners at regular intervals throughout the year; more detailed insight from gardeners rather than the brief entries we have analysed here could provide some interesting results.

In conclusion, the findings of this project echo the statement, “‘Local food projects’ in urban areas are not really about food, and are best described as community projects with food as the pretext and a vector for social agency and the development of community capacity” (Maye, 2019). This was captured by one participant’s end of year reflection: “Read back the year’s diary. Sat + reflected upon the year. The plot is my safe place. It’s my mental health balancer. Peaceful, but sociable, accepting, a place to connect, to disconnect. A place to grow, to write, to accept that things die and turn to compost. To be me without being judged. To eat and share food, drink + friendship. Not tidy or regimented, it changes + develops. It flowers and envelopes blossoms and blooms or freezes and browns. The bird song at all times, the outside industrial noises of the docks, roads, next door’s motorbike, generator, chainsaw, rotavator, stimmer, friends, but mostly... it’s mine. It’s my little piece of Earth, the planet. I aim for no chemicals, using rainwater, last year’s seeds, cuttings, pots donated, second hand stuff made into plant containers. A calm place to listen, to cry, to eat, to welcome friends, to walk around + know deep in my heart here, I feel connected, balanced (despite the wobbly deckchair) and recharged. I’m drawn here in the winter to the stark bareness of it all. Stripped back to the structure, paths + beds defined, perennials on show, spring bulbs daring to peek out... It’s time for soup. Thank you for this diary. It helps me to write so some days you’ve helped my mental health” (31/12).

As the quote demonstrates, there is a spectrum of benefits aside from food production that allotment gardening can provide: peace, health, social interaction, nature connectedness, commensality, recycling, and a feeling of autonomy, pride and ownership of one’s allotment plot. In an increasingly disconnected, socially isolated society where the idea of “nature deficit disorder” in cities is connected to increasing mental health problems (Louv, 2005), this study has shown that the activity of allotment gardening, and by implication other forms of UH, can play a role in helping people to deal with many aspects of the issues facing communities in urban areas. Waiting lists for allotments are often long (Campbell and Campbell, 2013), suggesting that increased allotment provision could bring these benefits to many more people than presently provided for.
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